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Local altitudes and wind/snow loads can be determined by the postcode

Consideration of the shear modulus in laminated safety glass
Symmetric and asymmetric laminated safety glass up to eight panes
Proof of the loads on edge compound
Determination of chord shortening
Compatible with WinSLT for calculating solar radiation, g- and U-values

Recommendation and optimization of glass thickness

Performance features and functions:

GlasGlobal is the software to calculate the structural analysis for glass regarding to German standard DIN 
18008 part 1 – 5. Exact results can be achieved in less time due to our high-performance calculating engine 
and the Finite-Element-Method. The loads regarding to European standard EN 1991-1 are preset in Glas-
Global. This makes the software easy to handle and allows an intuitive entry of values.

Calculate horizontal, vertical, barrier/fall proof, point fixed and walk-on glazings

Structural analysis regarding to 
DIN 18008 part 1-5

GlasGlobal
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Technical System Requirements:

Processor: Intel and AMD

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Disk Space: 10 GB

Operating System: Windows

Monitor (min. resolution): 1024 x 768 px

Database: FireBird 2.1

Individual License 
Per needed license it has to be bought a single user license. By purchasing additional licenses the amount of users
can be increased as needed. Licenses can be shared within one legal entity.

The software has to be installed only on one computer and is not allowed to be used by several persons 
simultaneously. 

Concurrent Network License
A concurrent network license has to be purchased additional to the individual licenses. The amount of the available
licenses is based on the purchased software licenses. You can increase the number of licenses by buying further 
software licenses. Licenses can be shared within one legal entity. That means several persons are able to operate 
at the same license. The maximum permissible number of simultaneous use is the number of your purchased 
licenses.

The program has to be installed on a local server. Simultaneous access for the amount of individual licenses is 
provided by your concurrent network license.

Terminal Server License (Named User Network License)
It has to be bought a named user network license. The named user network license contains three named-user-
licenses. By purchasing additional named-user-licenses the amount of users can be increased as needed.

Install und register the software on a terminal server. After starting the program, the client will be prompted for the 
user name. The terminal server license stores this user name together with the IP address or the machine name. 
Now the first named-user is registered. This client has always access to the full version of the software from now.

License Models:

Size Matrix
Clearly structured matrix with different dimensions of the 
entered glazing and results for deflection/stress of the 
dimensions

Snowload Switzerland
Determining snow loads for Switzerland regarding to 
SIA 261 by entering the postcode

Membrane Stress
Consider the effect of membrane stress for all sided, 
line loaded glazings

Canopy
Calculating canopies regarding to standard  
DIN EN 1991-1-4/NA2010-12

Wind and Snow load Expert
Exactly determined wind and snow loads for 
customized building dimensions

Add-Ons:

Structural analysis regarding to 
DIN 18008 part 1-5
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